
Installation Guidelines



Recommended units for use in basement/crawlspace combinations

For basement/crawlspace combinations, if crawlspace (CS) is relatively small 

(less than 400 sq/ft) and the total basement/crawlspace area does not exceed 2,400 sq/ft,

an HCS-BS myHome unit can be used if it can be located in close proximity to the access/vent to 

crawlspace (if there is no replenishment vent in the crawlspace, place replenishment vent at 
opposite end of basement from the unit).

If the crawlspace is larger, it is recommended a DVS-CS or HCS-CmH crawlspace unit (see table 
below) be used since they include a booster fan (BSF-150/BSF-150 myHome) to move 
replenishment air from the upper level to the basement or crawlspace. 

If the access or vent to the crawlspace is located more than 48” above the basement floor, the 
booster fan should be used to pick up air at basement floor level to move it into the crawlspace. 
In this case a passive vent (or additional booster fan) can be used for replenishment air. It should 
be noted, however, that it is preferable to use the booster fan for replenishment air purposes. 
This will exhilarate the warming process of the basement and avoid negative pressure in the 
basement, which may, due to poor air sealing to the outside, results in direct outside air 
infiltration into the basement which could contribute to high basement humidity during the high 
humidity season.



The basement being a livable area, deeper/cooler and thus more prone to condensation, should 
be addressed first and foremost.

Note: A DVS-CE or HCS-CmHBa unit is preferred for use in place of the DVS-CS/HCS-CmH/BSF-150 
combination, installed similarly to the above, providing the inter-connecting wiring does not pose a problem.

The replenishment vent size and location are very important for these types of installations i.e. 
10” x 10” min. or similar configuration for passive vents. Do not locate near central air intakes or 
A/C leads on the upper level and located as far away from the exhaust unit as possible and in a 
manner to allow air to properly move through the basement/crawl space, covering the largest 
area possible.

Basement max.  

sq.ft.

CS max. sq. ft. Max. total Sq. 

ft. 

basement/crawl 

space unit

BSF. Comments

1,800 or less Less than 25% 

of basement

2,400 HCS-BS myHome n/a Unit in basement. If total area is less than 1,200 sq. ft

unit to be set to medium speed. 

1,800 or less More than 

25% of 

basement 

2,400 DVS-CS   DVS-CH

HCS-CmH

BSF-150 Unit in CS. BSF to bring replenishment air to 

basement. If total area is less than 1,200 sq. ft. DVS-

CS/DVS-CH or HCS-CmH should be set to medium 

speed.  

1,800 or less More than 

25% of  

basement

2,500 DVS-CH  HCS-CmH BSF-150 Unit in CS. BSF to bring replenishment air to 

basement



Note: For very small basements IE. 400 sq. ft or less, an DVS-CS/DVS-CH (installed in the crawlspace) 
maybe used alone (without BSF), if the CS Access/Vent is less than 48” above basement floor. 

Placement/location of booster fans: The aesthetics of the booster fan and access to a suitably located 
upper-level floor vent for replenishment often represent an installation issue for finished basements. 
Before deciding whether the booster fan is to be used for replenishment air or to move air from the 
basement to the crawlspace, please consider if there is a suitable location for the 
booster/replenishment vent. These can be located in a utility room or unfinished part of basement to 
direct air into finished basement or by installing the booster fan in the crawlspace to direct air from 
upper level into the basement through the common wall. Keep in mind that the booster/replenishment 
vent should be located at the maximum possible distance from the crawlspace vent used for air to flow 
from the basement to the crawlspace. A distance of not less than 20 ft. should be adequate, as the 
warmer replenishment air is to be disbursed, see Appendix “P” Installation of Booster Fan, along the 
ceiling, whereas the exhaust vent to the crawlspace will be lower, to draw the cooler air from near floor 
level.

In case there is no suitable location, the booster fan can be used to move air from basement floor level 
(inlet to booster no more than 30” from floor for basements having an area of less than 600 sq. ft., for 
larger basements the intake should be moved closer to the floor) to the crawlspace. In this case a 
passive source of basement replenishment air will be needed, located as far as possible from the 
booster fan intake and allow for an unobstructed flow of air to the booster fan intake.

As basement/crawlspace combinations occur in a great variety of shapes, sizes, floor heights, location of 
combustible appliances etc., each should be reviewed on an individual basis. We suggest that the dealer 
use the following suggested questionnaire, to assist in obtaining all the pertinent information necessary 
for making a reasoned decision on how to proceed with the installation. Also, please follow installation 
instructions in the applicable basement/crawl space Owner Manuals.
























